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Abstract. Aim of the study: The injury of the radial nerve is not uncommon in humeral shaft fractures. These 
lesions may be of different types and levels and their treatment changes depending on traumatic character-
istic. The authors present a case report of a patient affected by a closed shaft humeral fracture, consequence 
of an high energy trauma, associated with motor palsy of the radial nerve in which an open surgical revision 
was performed. The nerve appeared medially displaced and entrapped within the fracture fragments and the 
fibrous tissue around the lesion and showed signs of posttraumatic suffering without disruption. The nerve 
was repositioned in its anatomical site after neurolysis and intramedullary nailing of the humeral fracture. The 
fracture healed after 4 months with full recovery of motor function of the radial nerve.We believe that, in 
shaft fractures of the humerus with radial nerve deficits, it is imperative to perform surgical exploration of the 
conditions of the radial nerve itself, in order to obtain a recovery of its functionality. (www.actabiomedica.it)
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C a s e  r e p o r t

Introduction

In fractures of the humerus is common a radial 
nerve damage. These lesions may be of different types 
and levels and their treatment is different according to 
several factors (1, 2). The high-energy trauma and the 
distinction between exposed and non-exposed frac-
tures have an important role in the management and 
treatment (3) of the radial nerve palsy. Some studies 
have demonstrated that the spontaneous functional re-
covery is better in non-exposed fractures compared to 
exposed ones (4). In our case, we performed a revision 
of the radial nerve after a high-energy, not exposed 
fracture decomposed with a “butterfly fragment” at 
the middle part of the right humerus. The radial nerve, 
medially displaced through the stumps of fracture and 
trapped in fibrous tissue, clinically showed a mainly 
motor suffering. The surgical revision, performed also 
relying on results of the studies (5), showed a suffering 

of the radial nerve, which was, then, treated with neu-
rolysis and repositioning of the same in its anatomical 
site.

Clinical Case

The patient, a 65 years old woman 65, came at 
First Aid on 15/06/2011 for multiple injuries trauma 
by precipitation with several fractures and initially she 
was treated by colleagues of resuscitation department. 
The standard radiographic examination showed: a 
comminuted fracture of the proximal burst of the right 
tibia, a fracture of the proximal epiphysis of the right 
fibula, a fracture of the proximal end of the shaft of 
the right fibula, an exposed and displaced fracture of 
the distal end of the shaft and of metaphysis of the 
left femur, a fracture with third butterfly fragment of 
the middle third of the diaphysis of the right humerus, 
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a fracture of the head of the second, third and fourth 
metatarsal, a fracture of the shaft of the proximal end 
of the phalanx and the second and third finger of right 
foot. The CT examination showed the following: “… 
important PNX with atelectasis of the right middle 
lobe and thickening of the lung parenchyma in the 
sloping at right lobe. Fracture of II, III, IV, V, VI and 
VII costal front right arch, displaced fracture of the 
eleventh left rear costal arch, burst fracture of the body 
of L4 with the rear fragment that protrudes into the 
vertebral channel”. Having stabilized the condition of 
the patient were requested the advices of the surgeon 
and vascular, orthopedic and neurosurgeon specialists.

The same day the patient is brought to surgery 
room for orthopedic surgery of the lower limbs and 
right humerus. The right lower limb is stabilized with 
external fixation in tibiofemoral bridge, some frag-
ments of the tibia are stabilized with Kirschner wires. 

The left lower limb is stabilized with an external fixa-
tor in bridge. In this way were restored axis and length 
to the two lower limbs. At right upper limb is made 
temporary osteosynthesis with nail Rush. The same 
day the patient is treated also by colleagues from plas-
tic surgery for a wound cutting the frontal region. In 
the days after the first surgery are constantly evaluated 
vital signs of the patient. Since the general conditions 
are not optimal, a neurosurgical intervention was re-
ferred several times. On 22/06/2011 it was purpoused 
the decompression surgery and bilateral transpedicu-
lar fixation at L3-L5 segment. Vital signs and routine 
laboratory tests are checked daily to monitor the con-
dition of the patient, which undergoes a slow and pro-
gressive improvement. On 24/06/2011 the patient is 
transferred to Department of Orthopedic Clinic. On 
05/07/2011 the patient undergoes to the second ma-
jor orthopedic surgery, which consists in removing the 
external fixator at the level of the lower left limb and 
osteosynthesis with Liss plate for multifragment dis-
placed supracondylar fracture at left femur. The subse-
quent radiographic and physical-chemical tests show 
a gradual recovery of the general conditions of the 
patient, which presents itself cooperating and active. 
Clinically, the left leg has a good passive mobilization 
with the help of physiotherapist, while the right leg 
has yet the external fixator. Is obtained a good mobil-
ity of the right ankle and of the toes of the right foot. 
At the level of the right upper limb, immobilized with 
the type Desault tutor, any days after first interven-
tion of osteosynthesis, the patient has a strength deficit 
in flexion-extension of the hand and of fingers prob-
ably due to damage of the radial nerve following the 
fracture of the middle third of right humerus. To the 
patient is applied a wrist tutor to be held during the 
night and during the day and to be removed in order to 

Figure 1. Fracture of the middle third of the humerus in the 
left picture, in the middle picture urgent stabilization with in-
tramedullary Rush nail, in the picture on the right the stabiliza-
tion with locked intramedullary nail during the simultaneous 
revisi

Figure 2. Intraoperative picture: on the left the isolation of dislocated radial nerve, neurolysis in the center and repositioning on the 
right picture
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perform prudent mobilisations of the wrist and fingers. 
At 29 days after surgery is performed electromyogra-
phy and electroneurography of right upper limb. The 
report reveals a serious nerve injury radial. It was de-
cided to perform revision surgery of the radial nerve 
and stabilization of the right humerus fracture with an 
intramedullary nail. 

On 15/07/2011 the surgery is performed with 
lateral surgical access to the middle-distal third of 
right humerus, having a cut length of 15 centimeters. 
Proceeding plan by plan, is identified and isolated 
the radial nerve, which looks intact and continuous. 
For a more careful observation is noticed the trap-
ping of same nerve into fibro-callosum tissue and its 
medial location to the fracture site. It is released the 
nerve by strong fibrous adhesions and relocating the 
radial nerve in the torsion space of the radial nerve 
opening temporarily the fracture. The diaphyseal hu-
meral fracture is then reduced and stabilized with an 
intramedullary nail. After the intervention was pre-
scribed neurotrophic therapy and 4 months after the 
trauma, improvements and clinical signs of recovery of 
radial nerve function can be noted, also instrumentally 
highlighted.

Conclusions

Several authors have reported the effectiveness of 
the exploration and revision of the radial nerve injured 
after a fracture of the humerus (6). In this case it was 
not possible to perform the audit of the radial nerve in 
urgent need, because of seriously bad clinical condi-
tions of the patient. The second surgery done in stabi-
lized clinical conditions has led to perform the inspec-
tion, the release and repositioning of the radial nerve 
displaced after the precipitation trauma and fracture of 
the humerus. Currently, the clinical is much improved 
as well functional recovery of the radial nerve. Being 
known that the neural structures after being damaged 
require a slow recovery, and comforted from the dif-

ferent experiences reported in the literature (7) we 
are carefully optimistic about the complete functional 
recovery of the injured radial nerve. Despite often in 
these cases is given a full recovery of the radial nerve 
without surgical intervention, we believe that, in the 
diaphyseal fractures of humerus with radial nerve defi-
cits, surgical revision of compromised nerve should be 
a therapeutic option to be taken into consideration 
since functional satisfactory results.
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